e-Text Watermarking: Utilizing 'Kashida' Extensions in Arabic Language Electronic Writing
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Abstract—Digital watermarking is the process of embedding information into a digital signal. This work targets web applications that need to have hidden secure data within their Arabic e-text files. Many related watermarking techniques have been proposed as for text watermarking. However, most of them are suitable for English and cannot be generalized for different other languages such as Arabic. Arabic e-text watermarking is found having unique characteristics features that can be considered interestingly. In this paper, we are utilizing the extension Arabic character ‘Kashida’ to propose an improved method for Arabic e-text watermarking. We utilize all the extendable characters possibly fitted in words to represent some watermark bits. We embed bits within ‘Kashida’ characters in the cover text based on a secret key similar to classical cryptography. Our study showed that this watermarking scheme made the task of an attack much harder compared to previous similar and related methods. It also showed possibility to hide more secret data bits without degrading the security, which is believed to be attractive for web e-text data application such as preserving intellectual properties or copyright features.

Index Terms—Arabic text, Cryptography, Feature coding, Information security, Steganography, Text watermarking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information hiding and data security consists of several areas involving different techniques needed by current applications of today's electronic world. This work focuses on watermarking, very related to steganography, concentrating mainly on hiding secret data bits in a cover media without being noticed. Our objective is to protect the secret data from detection by other parties. The application of this watermarking technique is to serve for copyright and intellectual protection purposes. The focus is on text watermarking by inserting secret data bits to define the owner of the media. This research objective can be extracted from Figure 1 (taken from [2]), which is separating watermarking from fingerprinting [1], both serving 'Protection against removal' under the main wide range security topic of steganography.

Digital watermarking is the process of embedding information into a digital signal. The signal could be any type of media and if the signal is copied, then the information is also carried in the copy. The use of the word of watermarking is derived from the much older notion of placing a visible watermark on paper [3].

Watermarking can be divided into two categories: visible and invisible. In the visible watermarking, the embedded information into the media is visible, i.e. to identify the owner of the media. However, in the invisible watermarking, digital data is inserted into the cover media invisibly. Application to the invisible watermarking is the copyright protection systems, which are utilized to avoid unauthorized copying of digital media [3].

There are three main features to be considered for any watermarking system [4]:

- Watermark must be robust. It cannot be removed or destroyed without destroying the watermarked media.
- The original and watermarked media should be identical, or observed as impossible to tell apart.
- Unauthorized parties should not be able to find out the watermark or modify it.

Figure 1: Watermarking within steganography types

There are many techniques proposed for text watermarking. However, very few researches are found concerned with Arabic text watermarking. For example a method based on point-shifting is described in [5]. Another method used the extension character ‘Kashida’ inserted with pointed and un-pointed letters to hold secret bits ‘1’ and ‘0’, respectively, was proposed in [6].
We improve this Kashida method for Arabic text watermarking but based on a secret seed. The seed is used like a crypto key but to update the cover Arabic e-text before embedding the secret watermark information. In this method, we try to improve the security and capacity by utilizing more of the extension Kashida characters. This proposed approach is discussed in details in Section 3 after providing a brief literature review in Section 2. Section 4, later, shows our experimental work and the result achieved. We discuss and analyze the result in Section 5. Then, the work is closed with conclusion statement in Section 6.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Several researchers contributed to digital text watermarking [9, 11, 13, 18, 21, 22]. The noticed commonly used techniques to hide watermarking information in most of them can be summarized as line-shift coding, word-shift coding, plus feature coding and inter-word space.

Three coding methods for discouraging unauthorized distribution have been performed by inserting a unique codeword to each document [9]. Several methods [11, 13], i.e. line-shifting, word-shifting and character modification, were embedding data within text image. These methods are robust; however, they could not directly protect embedded data.

Different methods for marking and decoding the mark from image documents have been described and compared in [12]. The researchers in [12] described architecture for distributing a large number of copies without making any load to the publisher to create and transmit the unique documents. This architecture allowed the publisher to define the identity of the document and receiver. It would be noticed if the document had been illegally redistributed; which is interesting since it is not compromising the privacy and work of normal legal individuals.

Embedding data in the 8-connected boundary of a character was a new method for data hiding in binary text proposed by [15]. This method could be applied to other types of binary images that contain connected components. However, this method is not robust to printing and scanning but it is useful for steganography and authentication applications.

Paper [17] shows an overview of recent development in binary document image and data hiding research. It presents interesting study on robustness and data hiding capacity for different techniques, utilized for discussion in our work according to its scope.

In [21], word-shift algorithm for text watermarking was proposed. The advantages of the proposed algorithm overcome the conventional word-shift algorithms from their concepts of the word and segment classification and of using the statistical distributions of inter-word spaces. In the conventional algorithms, individual lines or words hide a portion of the total watermarking information. The algorithm [21] had a global property in the sense that it hides some information into a segment class, where the segments are distributed over the entire document. Due to this segmentation, the algorithm is found tolerable to some kind of inaccuracy, i.e. segmentation errors, and reveals several advantages in terms of imperceptibility, robustness, and payload [21].

A method for watermarking e-text documents was presented in [22]. This method was similar in the word-shift and line-shift coding methods to [21], however, it did not need the original document to find out the watermarking data. It used spread-spectrum error correction techniques to handle the possible noise in the document. Also, this method worked with different associated types in the document by embedding watermarking data through increasing or decreasing the space between two lines or between words. They made this space variation depend on the watermarking bit value, i.e. ‘1’ will add more space to the normal. In a similar fashion, detecting the watermarking bits can be done by measuring the spaces between words or lines and compare them with the normal spreading sequence [22].

In [26], a method for calculating the threshold between letters and word spaces has been introduced based on frequency distributions. Similarly, a spread spectrum technique for watermarking was proposed in [27] based on natural language text. Both methods of [26] and [27] were robust to additive, subtractive and destructive attacks.

Considering watermarking specifically designed for Arabic e-text, only few recent research papers are found in the literature [5, 6, 7, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. Method based on point-shifting and character coding are described in [5, 32, 33, 34]; however, these methods have some drawbacks in capacity and robustness and are font dependent. Other methods [28, 30] are based on diacritics related to Arabic e-text. Although diacritics can have high capacity for security purposes, they are considered rare in its usage. This made them easily observed and noticed which makes the security level reduced a lot. Other methods [6, 7, 29] are much related to ours using Kashida. In [6, 29], Kashida is used to hide data but with pointed and un-pointed letters. If a Kashida is to hold secret bits ‘1’ it should be attached to a pointed letter. Similarly, for hiding ‘0’ the Kashida is to be attached to an un-pointed letter. This method solves the problem of the negative robustness form [5, 32, 33, 34] because of its font independent features, and it solved the problem of the diacritics and their rare usage. However, attaching the Kashida with pointed letters limited the amount of data possible to be hidden and reduced the capacity of the system.

This work focused on Kashida usage but released it from pointed/un-pointed letters attachment similar to our introduced idea in [7]. We benefit from the well known fact that Kashida does not have any affect into the Arabic text content. It is meant to be for formatting purposes. In [7] research method, we suggested that whenever a letter cannot have Kashida or found without Kashida it doesn’t represent any secret bit, which is good in capacity but does not have any security key leaving the secrecy to the algorithm.

In this work, we related to our previous work in [7] but improved in the security. We propose using a secret key.
so that the task of an attack will be much harder similar in principle to classical cryptography. In the next section, we will detail our proposed approach of using Kashida with secret key for e-text Arabic watermarking.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The idea of the proposed approach is to use a secret key to generate random Kashida characters added to e-text words where secret message is then embedded in the words as watermarking code. The first addition of random Kashidas is for confusion purpose to insure security. Then, selected Kashidas are embedded based on the needed secret data to form the watermarking process to serve its applications.

The process secret key is the seed to generate a sequence of random values as follows: \( C^0 = \{c_0, c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} \), where \( c \in [0,7] \). The values of \( C \) represents to the system the number of extendable characters in given words; i.e. those characters that can be extended without changing the style of the word. The secret key is the seed to generate \( C \) values considered to be given to the system as a randomly generated number or selected by the user. The key is to trigger any pseudorandom number generator, such as a linear feedback shift register to provide all values. The secret key issue and \( C \) values generation is not in the scope of this work, where the assumption is made for \( C \) values to be as given information to start the e-text watermarking process. It may be worth mentioning the observation that the value of \( C \) range from 0 to 7 because of the possible number of Kashida characters that can be added within any Arabic e-text word. This range is based on our investigation in this filed that indicated the impossibility for Arabic words to handle the addition of more than 7 Kashidas.

As observed in the values of \( C \) above, they are given as \( n+1 \) random numbers, i.e. from \( c_0 \) to \( c_n \). The value of \( n \) is the number of the words in the cover text. The overall objective of the process is to embed the watermarking data, \( W \), in cover text, \( I \), as observed in the block diagram in Figure 2.

To simplify the process explanation, after generating the sequence values, \( C \), the cover text, \( I \), will be updated based on that \( C \) sequence producing another updated cover text, say \( \tilde{I} \). This \( \tilde{I} \) is found to have Kashidas inserted in some words in the original cover text for security confusion purposes (as preparation phase). Algorithm 1 is used as this preparation phase to update the original cover text to generate \( \tilde{I} \). Then, second phase will update cover text \( \bar{I} \) to embed the secret watermarking data, i.e. \( W \), for generating the ending output file, \( \bar{I} \), as briefed in Algorithm 2. The watermarking embedding process is to insert some Kashida characters in words with a method to represent block of watermarked data limited by \( k \) as the block size representing the number of possible extendable letters in a word. However, the maximum number of Kashidas allowed to be inserted per word, represented by \( x \), is different but should be less than \( k \). In other words, the number of \( x \) Kashida characters to be inserted in a word should be less than the possible number \( k \) that can be inserted, which is given to increase the security of the system.

Note that the positions to insert Kashida characters in the words are based on a coding representation as in Figure 3. This figure, Figure 3, maps the value to the corresponding positions to insert Kashidas. In fact, Figure 3 is just an example to clarify such representation using maximum of two Kashidas in order to represent the same values. Consider to embed a block of three bits ‘101’, which has the decimal value of 5, in a word having 3 extendable characters. The coding representation figures that as for value 5, Kashidas insertion should be at positions 1 and 3, as shown clearly in Figure 3.

Below are the outline of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 which are making the main procedure for embedding watermarking data in cover text.

**Algorithm 1:**

**Preparation Phase - Update the Cover Text**

**Input:** secret seed, cover text, \( I \).

**Output:** updated cover text, \( \tilde{I} \).

while data left to update do
get next word from cover text, \( I \)
\( c_i \leftarrow \) next random(seed).
\( n \leftarrow \) the number of possible extendable letters
if \( c_i \leq n \) then
insert Kashida into the word at \( c_i \).
end if
end while

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3:** Example of coding representation.
Algorithm 2: Embedding Phase - Embedding Watermarking Bits

Input: updated cover text, watermark bits
Output: watermarked text

initialize $x$ with maximum Kashidas used per word.

while data left to embed do
  get next word from cover text
  $n \leftarrow$ the number of possible extendable letters.
  if $n > 0$ then
    $s \leftarrow$ calculate the block size based on $n$ and $x$.
    get the value of the next $s$-bit message block
    determine the positions that represent the value.
    insert Kashida into the word at positions.
    insert the word into watermarked text.
  end if
end while

A simple real example of embedding watermark data, $W$, in cover text, $I$, using the two algorithm phases is shown in Figure 4. Assume, the first random value in the sequence $C$, is $c_0=6$, which is generated randomly using the secret key (seed). However, the first word in the cover text, $I_0$, has only 2 extendable characters, $E=2$, thus no Kashida can be inserted in such word; i.e. the sequence value for such word ($c_0$) should be more than the number of extendable characters the word can hold. The second random value in sequence $C$, is $c_1=2$. The second word in the cover text, $I_1$, has $E=5$ extendable characters. Thus, since $E > C$, a camouflage (fooling) Kashida is to be inserted in such word at position 2 (i.e. based on $c_1$). This fooling Kashida is not to be used for any watermarking data hiding. Instead, it reduces the number of Kashidas possibly inserted in that word, which is considered capacity reduction assumed acceptable to increase security of the system. For example, to embed the secret watermarking block $W_1$ in the corresponding updated covertext block $I_1$, we do not count the extendable character that was generated by the preparation phase. It will be understood as omitted. Thus, the embedding process deals with such word as having only 4 extendable characters instead of 5. This, if mapped as Figure 3, would represent '101' in the word with 4 extendable characters by inserting Kashidas at positions 1 and 2. In order to detect the watermarking information a blind technique is used as in Algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 extracts the watermarking data, $W$, using the same secret key (seed) to produce the same sequence value, $C$, used in the embedding method.

Then, for each word in the watermarked file, $\overline{W}$, it calculates the number of extendable characters in that word, $k_c$, and compares it to the corresponding sequence value $C$. In case of $k_c$ having more value than $C$, a fooling (camouflage) Kashida is assumed at position $C$. The watermarking data bits, $W$, is to be obtained using positions of the remaining Kashidas. All $W_i$ values can be obtained by searching the coding mapping representation of Figure 3 for values that matches the extracted positions.

| $C$ | denotes a decimal random sequence |
| $E$ | denotes the # of extendable characters per a word |
| $I$ | denotes the actual cover text. |
| $T$ | denotes the updated cover text. |
| $W$ | denotes the secret watermark data |
| $\overline{I}$ | denotes the watermarked text. |
| $\overline{W}$ | denotes the watermarking data |

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & COMPARISONS

Our proposed approach is implemented to embed secret watermarking data within e-text documents for web applications. To achieve this goal and test it, we
developed a program using C# programming language. We have used the class ‘RNGCryptoServiceProvider’ in the .NET Framework to generate our cryptographic key to be used as our secret seed. We evaluated our proposed method using number of e-text cover files with different watermarking capacity sizes, i.e. 68.4kb, 128kb, 256kb and 512kb. Aside of capacity, we also considered the other two important watermarking issues of security and robustness in a general analytical manner.

It should be noted that when comparing the results of this work with others, unfairness situation is observed. This work is found different than all previous ones [5, 6, 7, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. However, other approaches results are reported to get an idea or a comparison thought between this work and others, i.e. some previous work averages are used without considering the details of the e-text watermarking or steganography approach.

The capacity can be evaluated by the watermarking capacity ratio vs. the e-text characters ratio, which can be computed by dividing the amount of hidden data bytes over the size of cover e-text media in bytes. Also, to compute the usable characters ratio, we count the number of usable characters per approach, as indicated before, independent from the scenario or the secret message to be embedded. We use $p$ for the ratio of characters capable of baring a secret bit of a given level, and $q$ for the ratio of characters capable of baring the opposite level. In the case of our approach, an extendable character may hide a secret bit of ‘0’ or ‘1’. Thus, such characters may contribute to $p$ and $q$, i.e. $p$ equals $q$. Table 1 summarizes the results of the capacity ratio related to our proposed approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover size (bytes)</th>
<th>70,627</th>
<th>131,233</th>
<th>235,125</th>
<th>525,271</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Ratio of complete watermarking method</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Ratio without Preparation phase</td>
<td>3.285</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usable Characters ratio</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>3.658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the comparison purpose, a previous diacritic method is considered, which is also invented for similar Arabic e-text applications [28, 30]. The diacritic encoding/decoding program was developed under C++ that can accepts a HTML Arabic diacritized page for cover media, a file in any format to hide (.txt, .wav, .jpg … etc.), and produces a HTML page that has the previous cover media but containing the hidden file embedded within. The output file can be processed for the decoding program to retrieve the hidden file and save it in its previous and proper format. Table 2 lists the capacity results of this diacritic method.

**TABLE 1** Average capacity ratio for implementations of our proposed watermarking technique

Furthermore, the work in [6] was also reported for comparison reasons. The technique is similar to ours in using Kashida but with pointed characters as follows; for every pointed character we insert a Kashida if we need to embed a ‘1’, or don’t insert a Kashida if we need to embed a ‘0’. The program was tested under various formats and results are reported in Table 3, as detailed in [30]. It produced a low average capacity of 1.22% compared to our new proposed approach in this work. This concludes that our approach here is higher in capacity than the previous one of [6], even though technically the work in [6] can be modified to increase capacity but with much greater loss of ambiguity as described in [30].

**TABLE 2** Diacritics Technique [30]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File type</th>
<th>File size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Cover Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Capacity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.txt</td>
<td>10,356</td>
<td>318,632</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.wav</td>
<td>43,468</td>
<td>1,334,865</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.jpg</td>
<td>23,796</td>
<td>717,135</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.cpp</td>
<td>10,356</td>
<td>318,216</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3** Previous Kashida Technique [30]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File type</th>
<th>File size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Cover Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Capacity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.txt</td>
<td>4439</td>
<td>365,181</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.html</td>
<td>4439</td>
<td>378,589</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.cpp</td>
<td>10,127</td>
<td>799,577</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.gif</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>15,112</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Average   | 1.22             |

Table 4 summarizes the capacity averages of the different methods, i.e. dots [5], Kashida [6], Diacritics [28, 30], and the new proposed method of this paper. The proposed work capacity average is found to be 2.8%, which outperforms the reported capacity ratio of the Dots method [5] and the previous Kashida method [6]. Note that on the other hand, our proposed method showed less capacity ratio than the reported average capacity of the Arabic e-text Diacritics stego technique [28]. Table 4 also considers comparing the average capacity of our proposed technique with and without the preparation phase (with and without Algorithm 1). This comparison shows a decrease in the capacity ratio of about 0.6% due to using some extendable characters in the cover text as camouflage extensions. This ratio is considered acceptable reduction in the capacity for increasing the security.

The proposed work also considered general comparison (capacity, robustness, and security) with different scenarios previously presented for the diacritics approach in [28], as shown in Table 5. The table, Table 5,
listed the diacritics scenarios of text+softcopy, image+softcopy, and image+hardcopy. The image approach had two entries: one assuming a softcopy of the document image is distributed and the other one assuming a printed version is. The text approach is not, generally, robust to printing. However, it is capable of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Average Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Kashida proposed in this work - complete watermarking method</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Kashida proposed in this work without Preparation phase</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dots [5]</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashida [6]</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diacritics [28, 30]</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4
Reported Average Capacity ratio in the literature

achieving arbitrarily high capacities. The file size might deteriorate the security level, however, if this approach is abused. The image approach is, to some extent, robust to printing. The softcopy version is only mentioned for completeness. It has a very low capacity. Its security is also vulnerable since text isn’t usually sent in images. The hardcopy version of the image approach intents to achieve robustness with good security. The reader is referred to [28] for more elaboration and details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Robustness</th>
<th>Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New proposed in this work</td>
<td>Moderate, better than Kashida with Dotted letters but not as Diacritic High Capacity method</td>
<td>Robust to printing.</td>
<td>Visible used for Watermarking Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text + softcopy</td>
<td>High, up to infinity in 1st scenario.</td>
<td>Not robust to printing.</td>
<td>Invisible, in code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image + softcopy</td>
<td>Very low, due to image overhead</td>
<td>Robust to printing.</td>
<td>Slightly visible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image + hardcopy</td>
<td>Moderate, 1st scenario, block of 2</td>
<td>Robust to printing.</td>
<td>Slightly visible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 5
Comparison between our new watermarking method and previous approaches in terms of capacity, robustness and security

V. DISCUSSION & SECURITY ANALYSIS

The watermarking algorithm cannot be kept always secret since it will have to be revealed in court the first time it is used. Thus, security of our watermarking procedure cannot rely on the secrecy of the method; it should depend on the secrecy of the key used. Unauthorized users should be unable to extract the secret data without the key, i.e. we assume that the e-text does not reveal the hidden watermarking easily if the key is unknown. Any attacker needs reasonable amount of time to break the system, even if he/she knows that the host media contains watermarking Kashidas and is familiar with the exact e-text watermarking embedding method.

Although the proposed watermarking method is known, the security is increased because of inserting camouflage (fooling) Kashidas controlled by the key. These fooling Kashidas are embedded in the cover text before embedding the watermarking bits as in Algorithm-1 (preparation phase). Without running such preparation phase, the removal attack can easily remove all the Kashidas from the watermarked file. Then, the attack can insert Kashidas to represent his/her cheat watermarking using the watermarking algorithm which argued to be completely not secure.

The main application of our proposed approach can be to prove the ownership. If a removal attack tries to remove the existing Kashidas from the watermarked file, it is hard to recreate the cover text carrying the original camouflage Kashidas, as it is based on the sequence random values generated from the secret seed. Hence, such attack can not replace the existing ownership watermark by his/her cheating ownership.

Another security application related to our watermarking method is the ability to detect modifications in the watermarked file. This is used for authentication, where the objective is to detect modification of the data, to be achieved with so-called fragile watermarks. Fragile watermarks are watermarks that are used in authentication applications in order to detect modifications of the data rather than proving the ownership changing. Our proposed approach can be used to satisfy this purpose, i.e. as fragile watermarking too. If an attack modifies the watermarking contents, the extracting algorithm that is based on secret sequence values will detect such modifications. It will be comparing the positions of the concealed Kashidas to the sequence values and discover the attack.

Some properties of the proposed approach and other remarks can be summarized as following:

- The proposed method is semi-robust. It can withstand printing and font changing, but not all OCR techniques nor retyping.
- It is fast and does not require large computational power.
- Simple and can be implemented manually if needed.
- Might raise suspicions since it is uncommon to send documents with too many Kashidas.
VI. CONCLUSION

The paper proposed a novel method of watermarking for e-text web applications related to Arabic language. This method can also fit for other similar Semitic languages, i.e. Urdu and Farsi. The main idea behind the proposed method is to utilize all the extendable characters in a word to represent some watermarking bits or fooling bits. The fooling bits are embedded in the cover text based on a secret key before the watermarking bits are embedded. These fooling Kashidas are added to make the task of an attack very hard providing security to the system.

The experimental results showed adequate capacity ratio compared to the previously proposed approaches for Arabic e-text watermarking in the literature. From the security prospective, our proposed method is mainly concerned about some watermarking removal attacks. Thus it can be used to serve different copyright applications in e-text watermarking, i.e. proofing the ownership of the e-text document.
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